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WLRN News
Two dozen times each weekday, the WLRN news team reports on the stories that affect
South Floridians. This multiple award winning team is led by Senior Editor for News
Jessica Bakeman and Interim Managing Editor Caitlin S. Munoz under the leadership of
General Manager John LaBonia. WLRN continues to partner with the Miami Herald news
organization.

The Florida News Exchange
Founded and managed by WLRN, this cloud-based exchange platform serves as a
nexus for Florida news as partner public radio stations across the state share coverage
with each other, broadening our audience’s knowledge and awareness.

WLRN PROGRAMS

The Florida Roundup
From the statehouse to the Everglades, the panhandle to the Keys, Florida is full of
news stories that need telling. And we do just that every Friday at noon and Saturday
at 7 am on The Florida Roundup. Newsmakers, journalists and Floridians from around
the state talk about the issues that matter in the Sunshine State. Produced through a
partnership between WLRN in Miami and WJCT in Jacksonville, The Florida Roundup
covers politics, business, the environment and culture; providing context and
conversation about key issues affecting our state. The Florida Roundup also is carried
statewide on WUSF-Tampa, WGCU-Fort Myers, WQCS-Fort Pierce, WFIT-Melbourne,
WMFE-Orlando, WFSU-Tallahassee, WUFT - Gainesville and WUWF-Pensacola.

12/20/22 The new year in Florida: abortion rights, vaccination hesitancy and 'parental
rights' in education 52:27

12/23/22 Hurricanes, education segregation, health care barriers: This was Florida in 2022
52:30



12/16/22 Florida aims to fix troubled insurance industry; Gov. DeSantis calls for COVID
vaccine investigation 49:18

12/09/22 ‘Tripledemic’; Fla. roads a ‘danger zone'; Storms uncover history buried in sand
49:20

12/02/22 Lawmakers tackle property insurance; DeSantis targets Florida prosecutor; the ‘cone
of uncertainty’ 52:25

11/25/22 Ian still haunts Southwest Florida, the future for sea turtles, and America's detention
system 52:13

11/18/22 Gender-affirming care ban; 2nd term for Florida's top doctor; school boards trending
red; Artemis 1 launches 52:55

11/11/22  Republicans dominate Florida midterms; Trump vs. DeSantis; Gen Z goes to
Congress 52:15

11/04/22  Voter intimidation; the GOP advantage; judges on the ballot  58:19

10/28/22 A heated governor debate; school book challenges; Falcon Heavy rocket  60:00

10/21/22 Voter fraud arrests; Senate and governor races; Ian's citrus damage  52:19

10/14/22 A life sentence for the Parkland shooter; protests over Sasse appointment at UF;
handicapping the Rubio/Demings contest; help after Ian  52:30

10/07/22  Ian recovery efforts, a mounting death toll and ongoing flooding. Plus: How to build a
more resilient Florida? 52:37

09/30/22 Ian roars through Fla., devastating the southwest and flooding other parts of the state
52:25



The South Florida Roundup
Every Friday, journalists discuss the week in news originating from or affecting
South Florida. Broadcast Fridays at 1 pm and rebroadcast Saturdays at 6 am, the
hour-long program is hosted by WLRN reporters Wilkine Brutus and Danny Rivero.
Listeners can join the conversation by telephone, email, posting to our Facebook
page or tweeting @WLRN.

12/23/22 South Florida Roundup: The best of 2022 52:29

12/16/22 Largest Cuban exodus in decades, Miami’s FTX debacle and Florida's
property insurance crisis 52:51

12/9/22 Meet WLRN's new government accountability reporter, more school board
controversy in Broward and the 'Tripledemic' 32:39

12/2/22 A ban on sugar imports, Miami Art Week at 20 and guest author at FIU
causes Cuba controversy 52:59

11/25/22 The arts, hurricanes, and Haiti's humanitarian crisis: a look back at this
year 49:23

11/18/22 South Florida Roundup Transit Breakdown From Miami-Dade To West
Palm Beach 50:59

11/11/22 ‘I think we are leading the way’: Republican wave hits South Florida 50:55

11/04/22 City of Miami takes over historically Black beach, Brazil's tight presidential
election, wetlands boundary moved 50:57

10/28/22  A lawsuit over LGBTQ+ flags in a classroom, the race for District 27,
Fantasy Fest returns  51:04

10/21/22 Voter fraud arrests under fire, breaking down the amendments on Florida's
midterm ballots 49:24



10/14/22 The fate of Nikolas Cruz and the tumultuous situation in Haiti 34:09

10/07/22 Voting access post-Hurricane Ian, WLRN reporters cover Southwest
Florida devastation, the future of Tower Theater 32:56

09/30/22 Hurricane Ian's impact on South Florida 50:57

The Sunshine Economy and The Latin America Report are on
hiatus


